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Abstract
The influence of the mass transfer effects, the applied current density, the solution pH and temperature, and bath composition on the current efficiency of the deposit was determined. Cyclic voltammetry on the deposition bath was conducted
to understand the mechanism of deposition. The films were characterized by x-ray diffraction spectroscopy and were
found to be generally amorphous with small amounts of crystalline phases dispersed depending upon the phosphorous
content. The corrosion resistance of the deposits in a chloride medium was observed to increase with the phosphorous
content. The knoop hardness of the electrodeposits was studied as a function of the phosphorous content as well.
Keywords Electrodeposition · Corrosion · Amorphous · Hardness, characterization · X-ray diffraction

1 Introduction
Numerous studies have been carried out on deposition of
ternary NiCoP thin films, primarily due to their potential
applications in high density recording [1–4], microelectromechanical systems [5–7], batteries [8, 9] and other
engineering areas. These alloys exhibit unique magnetic
[10, 11], wear resistant [12], heat conductive [13, 14] and
electrocatalytic properties [15, 16]. Electrodeposition and
electroless deposition techniques are usually preferred
over more expensive and high maintenance vacuum
processes due to their ability to tailor the deposit structure and properties at low operating temperatures. Electrodeposited amorphous alloys are generally more porous,
less uniform and less corrosion resistant than their electroless counterparts [17]. However, due to the ease of operation, lower cost, faster deposition rates and stable baths
[17], electrodeposition is preferable for most applications.
A number of electrodeposition studies of NiCoP deposition are reported [18–25]. Electrodeposition of these alloys
is of special interest since they exhibit two types of phenomena—anomalous deposition and induced deposition

[26]. In anomalous deposition, the less noble metal deposits preferentially, and consequently, its content in the alloy
is much higher than its relative content in the solution. In
induced deposition, metalloids such as P and B are deposited in the presence of Ni and Co although they cannot
be deposited alone. Since the properties of these alloys
are greatly affected by their atomic content as well as the
structure, the effect of various process variables on the
atomic content and structure is an important issue for their
wide application. Djokic [18] used a phosphorous acid
bath to study the effect of current density on the deposit
atomic content. He found that increasing the current density enhanced the Co content in the electrodeposit, while
that of Ni and P decreased. Park et al. [27] observed that
increasing the Co content in the solution resulted in an
increase in the relative Co content in the deposit. However,
the current efficiencies were found to remain essentially
constant. In addition, the phosphorous (P) content in the
deposit was found to increase with the hypophosphite
(source of P) concentration in the electrolytic bath. The
morphology and the structure of the deposits were also
found to be dependent on the P content. In general, the
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incorporation of phosphorous and its relative content in
the alloy deposit leads to the production of amorphous
alloys [26]. In a recent study, Huang et al. [28] grew porous
NiCoP films on Ni foam using molten-salt electrolytes for
asymmetric supercapacitors. Liu et al. [29] have obtained
Co-Ni-P deposits with enhanced wear properties using
supercritical CO2 emulsion. Lew et al. [30] have studied
the effect of pH and current density in electrodeposited
thin alloy films. Ma et al. [31] have investigated anti-wear
properties of Co-Ni-P electrodeposited coatings. In most
of the studies, the phosphorous source used has consistently been hypophosphite. The impact of oxyacids (H3PO4,
H3PO3) as a phosphorous source and the impact on the
deposition and coating characteristics has not been sufficiently discussed in the literature.
The purpose of the present work is to establish the
influence of the electrodeposition process variables on the
atomic content of the NiCoP amorphous deposits and the
current efficiency of deposition. In addition, the influence
of phosphorous acid concentration and the buffer (phosphoric acid) concentrations on the structure and atomic
content of the deposits is also evaluated. Finally, the effect
of the relative P content on the deposit properties such
as corrosion resistance, hardness and thermal stability is
presented.

so as to ensure well defined hydrodynamic condition
and uniform deposition. The copper foils were polished
with SiC paper. The substrates were then degreased with
acetone prior to deposition. A platinum mesh was used
as a counter electrode while the reference electrode used
was a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). Unless otherwise
noted, electrodeposition was carried out galvanostatically
at 350 mA/cm2 at a temperature of 80 °C. The initial pH of
the bath (unless specified) was kept at 1.0.
The deposit corrosion rate was determined by the
potentiodynamic polarization technique using a Gamry
P3 potentiostat/galvanostat. The alloy atomic content was
determined using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopic
(EDS) analysis similar to the procedure followed by Lew
et al. [30]. The structure of the alloys, determined by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) was performed in a 2 θ angle range of
20–90o. A copper target was used with a diffracted beam
monochromatometer. The surface morphology of the
unetched surface was examined using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The recrystallization of electrodeposits at elevated temperatures was examined by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Chemical bonding information was obtained via x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). The thickness of the deposits used for instrumental
analysis was about 50 μm.

2 Experimental

3 Results and discussion

Electrodeposition of NiCoP was carried out using a bath
(Table 1) adapted from the study conducted by Djokic
[18]. All the chemicals were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Chicago, IL). The electroplating baths were prepared
with distilled, deionized water and reagent grade chemicals. Hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide solutions
were used for pH adjustments. Electrodeposition was carried out in a 3-electrode electrochemical cell. The working electrode (circular copper foil with an exposed surface
of 15 mm diameter) was a rotating disc electrode (RDE)

Figure 1 contains cyclic voltammograms representing
the deposition of NiP, CoP and NiCoP. It was observed
that Ni and Co deposition appears to involve a single
reduction step. The various individual electron transfer
processes are not discernible for the scan rates used in
this study. It is observed from Fig. 1 that the cathodic
peaks for the three depositions are very similar in
shape with the difference only being in the magnitude
of the deposition peak currents. The deposition peak
currents were found to be increasing in the order of
NiP<CoP<NiCoP, similar to the trends reported in literature [30]. It should be noted that an increase in the deposition current is indicative of higher deposition kinetics.
The reduction and subsequent deposition of Co and Ni
occurs at potentials of −490 and −475 mV vs. SCE, which
are fairly close to one another. The theoretical half-cell
potentials for Co and Ni deposition are 551 and 519 mV
vs SCE, respectively. The cyclic voltammograms also provided information regarding the oxidation and dissolution of the deposited layers. Oxidation of the metals (Ni)
 i+ (−450 mV vs. SCE), and
occurred in two steps: Nio to N
its subsequent conversion to N
 i2+ (−290 mV vs. SCE). A
two-step oxidation mechanism was also observed for Co.
The current peak heights are found to be proportional to

Table 1  Bath Composition used for electrodeposition of Ni-Co-P,
Ni-P and Co-P
Component

NiSO4.6H2O
NiCl2.6H2O
CoSO4.6H2O
CoCl2.6H2O
H3PO3
H3PO4

Bath composition for three deposits
Ni-Co-P

Ni-P

80 (g/l)
30 (g/l)
70 (g/l)
15 (g/l)
25 (g/l)
40 (g/l)

80 (g/l)
30 (g/l)

g/l stands for grams per liter
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25 (g/l)
40 (g/l)

Co-P

70 (g/l)
15 (g/l)
25 (g/l)
40 (g/l)
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Fig. 1  Cyclic voltammetric profiles of Co-P, Ni-P, and Ni-Co-P
deposition
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the square root of the scan rates (inset in Fig. 1) indicative of reversible reactions of freely diffusing species and
not dependent on surface adsorbed species.
As mentioned earlier, both anomalous and induced
deposition have been observed to occur during metalmetalloid (M-P) electrodeposition. The following electrochemical reactions [18, 26, 28–33] relevant to the electrodeposition of the metal-phosphorous alloys need to be
considered for M-P formation:

H + + e− → Hads

(1)

H3 PO3 + 2H + + 2e− ↔ H3 PO2 + H2 O

(2)

H3 PO3 + 3H + + 3e− ↔ Pads + 3H2 O

(3)

H3 PO2 + H + + e− ↔ P + 2H2 O

(4)

HPO32− + 2H2 O + 3e− ↔ P + 5OH −

(5)

H3 PO3 + 6Hads → PH3 + 3H2 O

(6)

2PH3 + 3M2+ → 3Mo + 2P o + 6H + (induced deposition)
(7)
M2+ + 2e− →

Mo
(cathodic reduction)
Mads

Mads + Pads → M − Pphase

(8)
(9)

where M and P represent the metal atoms and phosphorous atoms, respectively.

-0.600

-0.500 -0.400 -0.300 -0.200
Potential (V vs SCE))

-0.100

0.000

0.100

Ratzker et al. [34] and Ohno et al. [35] were the earliest
to describe mechanisms for Ni-P deposition. Ratzker et al.
[34] proposed a mechanism for the induced metalloid
addition to the electrodeposited alloy based on P
 H3 formation in the electrolyte (reactions 1, 6 and 7). The occurrence of phosphine during Ni-P deposition has been confirmed by other researchers [36, 37]. On the other hand,
Ohno et al. [35] proposed a concept of P atoms formed by
the reduction of H3PO3 (−0.773 V vs SCE) and the incorporation of the P adsorbed atoms into the lattice metal
lattice (Reactions 3, 8 and 9). The latter step was considered the rate limiting step. The electroreduction of H3PO3
is not clearly seen in cyclic voltammogram. However, it is
likely that the observed broad peak is a composite of several peaks representing other elementary electrochemical reactions. Nonetheless, according to either mechanism
(suggested by [33] or [34]), there is a need to maintain a
high concentration of H3PO3 and H+ near the surface of the
electrode, which is possible in this investigation due to the
low solution pH. Thus, we hypothesize that both mechanisms as given by reactions (1), (6), (7) and reactions (3), (8)
and (9), respectively, may be responsible for the metalloid
incorporation into the deposits.

3.1 Effect of stirring rate
The influence of the rotational speed (ω) of the RDE on
the atomic content of the alloy produced and the current
efficiency is shown in Fig. 2. The applied current density
was 350 mA/cm2 and the bath was maintained at 80 °C.
It is observed that the phosphorous content increases
from 9 to 19.8 at. % as ω is increased from 0 to 1500 rpm.
The effect of this increased mass transport rates is most
Vol.:(0123456789)
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Fig. 2  Elemental content and
current efficiency as a function
of rotational speed (350 mA/
cm2, 80 °C, pH = 1) for electrodeposited Ni-Co-P coatings
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prominent in the case of phosphorous deposition (>100%
increase). The current efficiencies were also significantly
enhanced (0.61–62.7%) as a result of increased convection
when ω is increased from 0 to 1000 rpm. The diffusivity of
H+ (~10−8 m2/s) is significantly higher than those of Co2+
(~10−10 m2/s) and Ni2+ (~10−10 m2/s) [38–40]. Hence, at low
rotational speeds (ω), H+ diffusion and its reduction at the
electrode leads to significant hydrogen evolution (reaction
1). This results in a corresponding decrease in the current
efficiency. It must be noted that an enhancement in rotational speed results in a corresponding greater increase
in the mass transfer rates of Ni2+ and Co2+ as compared
to the corresponding increase of H
 + transport rate. Thus,
an enhanced fraction of the applied current is utilized
for the deposition of the metals (reaction 8) resulting in
the observed increase in current efficiency. However, the
absolute hydrogen evolution rate is expected to increase
with stirring. At higher stirring rates (>1000 rpm), the differences in the mass transport rates of the metal ions and
that of hydrogen is significantly diminished, thereby leading to loss in current efficiency. In addition, the phosphorous content is observed to increase. The incorporation of
phosphorous is expected to be obtained from phosphine
(reaction 7) and thus an increase in phosphorous content
corresponds to an increase in the formation of phosphine. However, past researchers have noted the evolution of phosphine during electrodeposition. Thus, loss of
phosphine will also result in an additional decrease in the
current efficiency and would partly explain the decrease
in efficiency at stirring rates greater than 1000 rpm. The
rotational speed of the RDE was maintained at 1500 rpm
for all subsequent experiments.
Vol:.(1234567890)

The data (Fig. 2) show that Co: Ni atomic ratio in the
deposits ranges from 1.6 to 5.1 which is significantly larger
than the corresponding ratio present in the deposition
bath (0.77). This phenomenon is a result of anomalous
deposition [26]. Even though the reaction conditions
involve low pH, the following reactions may occur due
to the rapid depletion of H+ ions near the electrode-electrolyte interface, thereby creating a local increase in the
OH− ion.
(10)

M2+ + OH − ↔ M(OH)+

M(OH)+ → M(OH)+ads (due to electrostatic force of the cathode)

(11)

M(OH)+ads

−

+ 2e ↔ M + OH

−

(12)

Additional OH− ions may also be produced by the following reaction

H2 PO−2 + e− ↔ P + 2OH −

(13)

Similar findings were reported in the literature [41, 42]
wherein the Co content was significantly concentrated in
the deposits as compared to the precursor bath due to the
differences in the adsorption rate of the M(OH)+ads species
in spite of the acidic medium.
Since the adsorption ability of Co(OH) + has been
reported [41, 42] to be higher than that of Ni(OH)+ [32,
33], Co is enriched within these alloys by reactions (11) and
(12). The OH− formation by reaction (12) and the elemental phosphorous formation reactions (reactions 5 and 13)
favor further formation and enhanced adsorption of Co

(2020) 2:2155

(OH)+ at the electrode surface. At low ω, the Co enrichment
in the deposit due to Co (OH)+ formation and adsorption,
is not as significant due to two factors. First, the overall
metal concentration near the electrode surface is small on
account of relatively high mass transfer resistance. Second,
at low rotational speeds, low rate of phosphorous deposition (due to small phosphorous acid concentration at the
interface) results in a small increase in OH− content at the
electrode. As more phosphorous is deposited (on increasing ω), the O
 H− concentration near the electrode also
increases resulting in the Co enrichment in the deposit.

3.2 Effect of current density
The effect of current density on the atomic content and
current efficiency is shown in Fig. 3. The stirring rate and
bath temperature for these experiments were kept at
1500 rpm and 80 °C, respectively. Electrodeposition of
NiCoP was conducted at current densities of 0.05, 0.15,
0.25 and 0.35 A/cm2 for 30 min. The data in Fig. 3 show
that the phosphorous content decreased from 19.9 at. %
to 14.3 at. % as the current density was increased from 0.05
to 0.35 mA/cm2. The data agree well with that reported by
the previous researchers [42]. An increase in the current
density leads to a corresponding increase in the partial
current for hydrogen evolution rather than the formation
of Hads on the electrode surface leading to a decrease in
phosphine formation (reaction 8) and, therefore, concomitant decrease in phosphorous content. The local increase
in pH due to hydrogen evolution also suppresses elemental phosphorous (reactions 3, 4, 5, and 13) and phosphine
formation (reaction 6) near the electrode-electrolyte
interface. It should be noted that for either mechanism,
reactions (3) and (6) require the presence of H3PO3 species. The increase in hydrogen evolution would result in
Fig. 3  Elemental content and
current efficiency as a function
of applied current density
(1500 rpm, 80 °C, pH = 1) for
electrodeposited Ni-Co-P
coatings
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the dissociation of H3PO3, thereby decreasing the forward
rates of reactions as shown by Eqs. (3) and (6) and thus,
lowering the rates of reactions given in (7) and (9). As a
result, the phosphorous content in the electrodeposited
alloy decreases. The Co:Ni molar ratio in the plating bath
(Table 1) was 0.77. When a current density of 0.05 A/cm2
was impressed, the Co:Ni ratio in the deposit was found
to be 0.68. On increasing the applied current density to
0.15 A/cm2, the ratio increased to 3.49. The Co:Ni molar
ratio was found to be 3.75 with a further increase in the
current density to 0.35 A/cm2. The pH at the electrode surface increases due to hydrogen evolution and as a result,
Co is enriched in the deposit. The results are consistent
with the findings reported by Djokic [18].
The current efficiency, on the other hand, is observed
to increase from 34.6% to 54.6%. In general, an increase in
current density results in a decrease in current efficiency
of deposition due to an increase in the parasitic hydrogen evolution. However, since the potentials at which Ni,
Co and P deposit are generally more negative than the
potential for hydrogen evolution, an increase in current
(with a corresponding increase in the applied potential)
is expected to favor the deposition reactions under mass
transport controlled conditions. This aspect is further
exaggerated due to the complex mechanism underlying
deposition, induced deposition (via the formation of phos ads), and anomaphine and/or electrodreduced H3PO3 to P
lous deposition due to higher OH− local concentration at
the interface due to faster kinetics of several reactions.

3.3 Effect of pH
An examination of reactions (1)–(13) shows that the
solution pH is an important process parameter, both,
with respect to the atomic content of the alloy and
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the current efficiency, since it controls the concentration of the species undergoing reduction and the
supply of protons for the parasitic hydrogen evolution. In this study, experiments were conducted using
baths maintained at four different pH values ranging
from 0.7 to 1.75. Phosphorous content was observed
to decrease from 20.5 at % to 12 at % with increasing
pH. The decrease in the phosphorous content with the
bath pH (Fig. 4) can be explained by either of the proposed mechanisms which clearly show that more acidic
baths will promote the incorporation of the metalloid.
These results contrast with those reported by Lew et al.
[30] wherein phosphorous content increased (2.98% to
9.82%) with increasing pH (1.5 to 5). A primary difference between the two studies is that the Lew et al. produced crystalline NiCoP via direct deposition method
resulting in much lower P inclusion vs indirect deposition dominating in this study. The higher pH (initial)
also results in the enhancement of the underpotential
deposition of Co, and, thus leads to an increase in the
current efficiency and enrichment of Co in the film. The
hydrogen evolution reaction is significantly arrested
by the ten-fold decrease in the proton concentration in
the bulk solution resulting in a nearly ninefold increase
in efficiency. In accordance with reactions (10)–(12),
the Co:Ni atomic ratio in the deposits showed a 77%
increase with an increase in pH from 0.7 to 1.4, similar
to what has been reported in the literature. A further
increase in the bulk pH resulted in a 28% decrease in
the Co:Ni ratio.

Fig. 4  Elemental content and
current efficiency as a function of pH (1500 rpm, 80 °C,
350 mA/cm2) for electrodeposited Ni-Co-P coatings
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3.4 Effect of temperature
Electrodeposition of NiCoP was conducted from a plating
bath of initial pH of 1.0 at various temperatures and 0.35
A/cm2. Very poor-quality electrodeposits were obtained
at temperatures lower than 60 °C and are not reported.
When electrodeposition was carried out at a 60 °C, the
phosphorous and nickel contents of the electrodeposited alloy were 15.2 and 5.67 at. %, respectively (Fig. 5).
The current efficiency was calculated to be 28.2%. No significant change in the phosphorous content was observed
when the temperature was elevated. However, the nickel
content is observed to increase with temperature. When
electrodeposition was carried out at 90 °C, the nickel content was observed to be 23.2 at. %. As mentioned earlier,
the electrodeposition process appears to be mass transfer
controlled. On increasing the temperature, the resistance
to mass transport decreases, and as a result, the electrode
reaction kinetics becomes the rate controlling step. Therefore, the reduction of nickel is favored over that of P reduction. The current efficiency was also found to increase with
temperature. On increasing the bath temperature from 60
to 90 °C, the current efficiency increased nearly three-fold
to 83.5 at. %. The mass transport rate of all the species
increases with temperature and the relative Co2+, Ni2+ and
H3PO3 contents at the electrode also increase are mass
transfer limited in comparison to H+ transport rate. Thus,
the relative amount of hydrogen evolution decreases and
hence, the observed increase in the current efficiency.
Thus, it can be concluded that by varying the process
variables, namely, temperature, pH, the applied current
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Fig. 5  Elemental content and
current efficiency as a function
of temperature (1500 rpm,
350 mA/cm2, pH = 1) for electrodeposited Ni-Co-P coatings
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density and the stirring rate, the atomic content of the
electrodeposit from any given bath can be tuned.

3.5 Bath composition
The effect of phosphoric acid (buffering agent) and phosphorous acid (P precursor) concentrations on the deposit
characteristics is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The use of phosphoric acid did not change the atomic content of the
deposits obtained. However, its inclusion (at 40 g/L) in
the plating bath resulted in smoother deposits (Fig. 6b)
as compared to the deposits obtained in the absence of a
buffering agent (Fig. 6a).

Fig. 6  SEM images of NiCoP
electrodeposits from a bath
containing (a) no phosphoric
acid and (b) 40 g/L of phosphoric acid

0 g/L

(A)

Increasing the phosphorous acid content in the plating bath from 0 to 35 g/L resulted in an increase in the
phosphorous content of the alloy from 0 to 24.9 at. % in
the deposits accompanied by a 45% decrease in the current efficiency (Fig. 7). It must be noted that the increase in
phosphorous content generally results in lowered efficiencies presumably due to the lower conversion efficiency of
phosphine/direct reduction of adsorbed H3PO3 to phosphorous deposits. A further increase in the phosphorous
acid concentration to 50 g/L resulted in only a slight
increase in the phosphorous content in the deposit to 23
at. %. The relative Ni content in the deposit also remained
relatively fairly constant. However, the relative Co content
in the deposit decreased to about 50% when phosphorous

40 g/L

(B)
Vol.:(0123456789)
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Fig. 7  Elemental content
and current efficiency as a
function of phosphorous acid
concentration in the electrolyte (1500 rpm, 80 °C, pH = 1,
350 mA/cm2) for electrodeposited Ni-Co-P coatings
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acid concentration in the bath was increased to 15 g/L.
Further increase in the phosphorous acid content in the
bath did not affect the Co content in the deposit. The current efficiency of NiCo deposition was calculated to be
75%. In contrast, the current efficiency of NiCoP deposition from an electrolyte containing 50 g/L phosphorous
acid was only 27.5%.

3.6 Deposit characteristics
A number of electrodeposits (not shown) characterized by
scanning electron microscopy at a magnification of 500
were found to be fairly smooth. The polishing of the substrate prior to electrodeposition resulted in the formation
of some straight and parallel markings. The deposits also
showed the presence of these markings which is indicative of uniform deposition. Thus, the alloy can be used to
deposit into crevices and around sharp corners. It was also
observed that increasing the current density resulted in
smoother deposits. The electrodeposits obtained from
baths maintained at a low pH were columnar. Upon
increasing the pH of the bath, smoother deposits were
obtained.
The x-ray diffraction spectroscopy (Fig. 8) data indicates that a major portion of the electrodeposits is mainly
amorphous in nature. As identified in the figure, the broad
hump appearing at between 2θ value of 40o and 50 o
corresponds to the amorphous NiCoP alloy. The sample
prepared from a solution devoid of the P precursor (0%
P sample) showed a monophasic NiCo alloy and has a
distinguishable diffraction peak at 41.1o. The sample has
Vol:.(1234567890)

a hexagonal symmetry, specifically exhibiting the {0 1 0}
plane. The broad hump becomes broader as the P content
in the sample increases. The coating also exhibited an FCC
structure, specifically {200} plane. This could be related to
the Cu substrate. It has been concluded by past researchers [27, 43] that low pH promotes the FCC structure in
NiCoP. The XRD patterns reported in this paper agree with
those reported by Djocik [18]. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to evaluate the atomic content and valence states of Ni23Co61P16 (Fig. 9), whose XRD
spectrum was not determined. The figure clearly shows
the coexistence of Co, Ni and P elements along with some
amount of O (presumably due to exposure to air) which is
in accordance with the XRD results of samples reported
in Fig. 8. The Ni2+ peak is located at a binding energy of
868 eV. The Co 2p peak is observed at a binding energy of
789 eV. The P 2p peaks are observed at 130.4 and129.3 eV.
The O 1 s peak is obtained at 531 eV. The data show the
presence of elemental phosphorous and it does not exist
either as phosphate or phosphide.
Figure 10 shows the non-isothermal DSC thermogram
of the NiCoP electrodeposits. The number of phases
formed varied with the phosphorous content in the electrodeposits. While there are no exothermic peaks for the
NiCo electrodeposit, it is observed that the number of
exothermic peaks between 300 and 400 °C increased with
phosphorous content (one for 15 at. % P and two for 21
at. % P). In addition, two exothermic peaks were observed
at temperatures greater than 400 °C for the deposit with
15 at. % P, while a single broad peak was observed for the
deposit with 21 at. % P. The DSC thermogram showed only
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Fig. 8  XRD patterns of electrodeposited Ni-Co-P films
at various P contents in the
deposits
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Fig. 9  XPS spectra of
Ni23Co61P16

one endothermic peak for the deposit with no phosphorous. The small exotherm observed for the deposit with
21 at. % P represents the precipitation of fine Co particles in the amorphous matrix [18]. The data show that the
exothermic peak begins to appear at 340 °C and the peak
is observed at 380 °C. This corresponds to the devitrification of the remaining amorphous phase to form CoxPy and
NixPy compounds [18]. The broad peak at higher temperatures (>420 °C) is related to the decomposition of CoxPy
and NixPy to Ni, Co, Ni3P and Co2P [18]. The deposit containing 15 at. % P exhibited broad exothermic peaks at
330 °C and two small peaks at 450 and 500 °C. The wide

exothermic peaks in the DSC thermograms indicate the
structural relaxation of the amorphous phase. The endothermic peak of the NiCo electrodeposit at 480 °C corresponds to the one observed for pure Co electrodeposit.
The data on the effect of phosphorous content on the
corrosion properties of the electrodeposited NiCoP alloy in
simulated sea water (33 g/L NaCl solution) are provided in
Table 2. The data show that the corrosion rate of the bimetallic alloy (no metalloid) is 0.77 μm/year. The inclusion of
metalloid, P, in the alloy was found to significantly reduce
the corrosion rate [44]. For example, when the phosphorous content in the alloy is 23 at. %, the corrosion rate was
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Fig. 10  DSC profiles of Ni-Co-P
deposits with 0%, 15% and
21% P content in the deposits
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Table 2  Corrosion data of Ni-Co-P deposits as a function of phosphorous content
at. % P in deposit

Ecorr
mV vs. SCE

Ιcorr
A

Corr rate
mm/year
(× 10−3)

0
9.93
23.02

−867.8
−829.2
−757.5

2.51 × 10−06
1.00 × 10−06
0.29 × 10−06
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0.306
0.088

Fig. 11  Knoop hardness of
Ni-Co-P electrodeposits as a
function of the P content in the
coatings

calculated to be 0.09 μm/year. The corrosion potentials
shifted to more positive potentials with the increase in
phosphorous content. The shift was greater than 100 mV
when the phosphorous content was increased from 0 to 23
at. %. The non-crystalline structure and the presence of the
metalloid, P, led to the absence of grain boundaries and
thus the exhibition of exceptional corrosion resistance.
Figure 11 contains the data on the Knoops Hardness
(HK) of the NiCoP electrodeposits as a function of the
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phosphorous content. The coatings used were around
50 μm thick and thus the impact of the softer copper foils
was negligible. At P contents less than 16%, the HK values were approximately 1000 which is higher than those
reported in literature for NiCoP alloys [45]. Furthermore,
it is observed that a slight increase in the phosphorous
content from 16.2 to 17.3 at. % led to a 290% enhancement in the HK from 954 to 3723. A further increase in
the phosphorous content to 19 at. % resulted in a drop
in the hardness of the deposit. The formation of micro/
nano-crystalline phases in this range of P content (16–17
at. %) is probably the reason for this sudden increase in the
hardness of the deposit. However, on a further increase in
the relative P content, the deposit becomes increasingly
amorphous and as a result the hardness of the deposit
decreases. Similar observations were made with respect
to NiP deposits where the hardness value was observed
to decrease with increasing phosphorous content greater
than 11 at. %.

4 Summary
The effect of the various deposition parameters on the
alloy atomic content of the NiCoP deposits obtained from
oxyacid (H3PO3/H3PO4) based P source has been discussed
in detail. Current density and the pH of the precursor solution is critical for tuning the P content in the deposit. The
atomic content of the electrodeposits can be further modulated by bath composition and temperature of the electrolyte. Phosphorous content determines the amorphous
nature of the deposits. XRD, XPS and DSC data show the
amorphous nature of NiCoP deposits. The deposits show
exceptional corrosion resistance and hardness. The corrosion resistance and the Knoop hardness are observed to
be strong functions of the phosphorous content. Heating
of the deposits results in change of the amorphous phase
to crystalline.
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